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From March 1st to 13th, the special exhibition ′′Born with Flowers. After 3.11,

Reconstruction and Art′′ is being held at Tokyo Midtown Design Hub (designhub.jp).

March 11, 2021 marks the 10th anniversary of the unprecedented Great East Japan

Earthquake. In Iwate Prefecture, reconstruction has been promoted with a lot of

support from home and abroad.

In this exhibition, the works of artists who have been deeply connected with the NPO

Iwate Mirai Kiko (Iwate Future Organization) since the disaster are displayed. Panels

by the Iwate Prefectural Reconstruction Bureau also introduces the progress of

reconstruction over the past 10 years and the changing circumstances of disaster-

stricken areas.

It will soon be sprouting and flowering season in 2021. It brings with it not only the joy

of renewed life but also the sorrow as we remember those who have passed away.

Spring may be a season in which people’s thoughts are woven into the providence

of the cycle of life, which humans have no control over. The hope of the organizer of

this exhibition is that it will convey the reconstruction and condolences beyond it,

while quietly reflecting on the decade after the disaster.

The exhibition features selected artworks from the artists who have been deeply

involved in the Iwate Future Organization. The central and main piece is the art

installation "Flower Lifetime", a 40 meters long print on silk, created and designed by

Ana D'Apuzzo especially for this exhibition. In addition, are shown also videos of the

artists explaining their involvement in the Iwate Future Organization and expressing

their thoughts on the disaster area after the great earthquake.
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